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IS THERE A REPRODUCIBILITY CRISIS?

- 52% Yes, a significant crisis
- 38% Yes, a slight crisis
- 3% No, there is no crisis
- 7% Don’t know

1,576 researchers surveyed

Data Management

SAVES YOU TIME & MONEY
MIGHT BE REQUIRED
Data Sharing

INCREASES WORK’S RECOGNITION
FACILITATES NEW RESEARCH
MIGHT ALSO BE REQUIRED
Help Guide

Resources for…

- Data Management Plans
- Funding Agency Policies
- Data repositories
- Data Citation
- Metadata

Contact Cunera Buys for assistance:

c-buys@northwestern.edu

libguides.northwestern.edu/datamanagement
DMP Tool

Login with NetID

Generates Data Management Plans

Templates from federal agencies and private foundations

Saves your plans for reuse and adaption

Export as PDF, DOCX

dmptool.org
Repository Services

COMPLIANT WITH PUBLIC ACCESS POLICIES
SELF-SERVICE OR MEDIATED OPTIONS
DigitalHub

Northwestern Medicine only
- Research papers
- Technical reports
- Documentation
- Presentations
- Case studies
- Datasets
- Posters

Managed by the Galter Library

digitalhub.northwestern.edu

digitalhub.northwestern.edu
Arch

All Northwestern University

- Research papers
- Technical reports
- Documentation
- Presentations
- Case studies
- Datasets
- Posters

Managed by the Main Library

arch.library.northwestern.edu

digitalscholarship@northwestern.edu
Self-deposit Process

- Go to arch.library.northwestern.edu
- Log in with your NetID
- Describe your work
- Upload files
- Select visibility setting
- Agree to Deposit Agreement
- Save to the repository
Example: Dataset

Faculty member in Chemical and Biological Engineering wants to provide access to the underlying data in support of his publication:

- Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
- Cited in journal article
- Publicly available

Contact Chris Diaz for assistance with any deposit: chris-diaz@northwestern.edu
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Cunera Buys
Data Management Librarian
c-buys@northwestern.edu

Chris Diaz
Digital Publishing Librarian
chris-diaz@northwestern.edu